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EMI Health is a full-service health insurance organization serving employer groups in both public 
and commercial sectors. They provide medical, dental and vision coverage for more than 300,000 
people in nine states. The organization has had a basic well-being program in place for several years 
for its nearly 47,000 eligible members.

As time went on, EMI Health realized their well-being program lacked an identity and didn’t offer  
enough options to meet participant expectations. The organization itself was also beginning to 
move into the self-funded space—which meant they needed to make well-being  
a much higher priority.

EMI Health decided to move away from the one-size-fits-all program to one that could leverage  
a more sophisticated level of flexibility. They wanted advanced program capabilities—
including tracking, an incentives structure, competitive wellness challenges and personalized 
communications—to meet evolving well-being needs and to help drive participation.

Having a trusted and recognizable 
brand like WebMD was a big 
deal for us—and for our employer 
groups. Their personalized content, 
communications and technology 
capabilities set them apart during 
our decision-making process.”

RYAN LOWTHER,
COO, EMI Health

ABOUT

EMI Health

THE NEED:

More Robust Well-Being Offerings
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EMI Health partnered with us on a three-pronged approach to enhance their 
program. First, they transitioned to WebMD ONE and launched their experience—
called BE WELL—in January of 2021. The platform provides a person-first well-
being experience that’s tailored to their participants’ unique interests—whether 
they want to reduce stress, get better sleep, lose weight or manage a health 
condition. The personalization remains over time even as individual goals and 
health conditions change.

Second, they leveraged the WebMD Health Services communications team—which 
included bringing on a dedicated program manager—to get more strategic with 
their communicatons. These dedicated partners work to raise awareness about 
the program by strategizing new ways to reach audiences, developing targeted 
messages for unique population segments and creating custom collateral design 
with EMI Health’s look and feel.

Finally, we were able to take a custom hiking challenge EMI Health had been doing 
internally for five years and incorporated it into their WebMD ONE experience.  
Their team had built an incredible culture around the wellness challenge, and the 
success rate went up year after year. They had direct leadership support from the 
CEO, great social interactions through competitive teams and photo sharing, and 
rewards for participation. Adding it to the BE WELL platform only made it easier  
to track engagement and create a more sophisticated incentives structure—which 
they hope to replicate for other employer groups in the future.

Within the BE WELL platform, participants can:

Connect with  
a health coach

Manage specific  
conditions

Track personal health Set individual goals

Compete in wellness 

challenges

Work on daily habits

Sync tracking devices Leverage educational 
resources

THE SOLUTION:

Implement a Thoughtful  
and Personal Platform
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EMI HIKING CHALLENGE
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While it’s too early to know the full extent of results, momentum around EMI Health’s  
program is building. We know behavior change doesn’t happen overnight. It’s an ongoing  
journey. We wanted to set up actionable and measurable goals to help EMI Health meet the 
program goals they’ve set. Some of the ways we hope to help them track engagement include: 

We are newbies at this.  
The WebMD team did an amazing 
job at helping us understand the 
entire implementation process. 
We were a bit lost at first, but 
they lead us down the right path.  
We’re excited for what’s  
to come.”

CINDY DUNNAVANT, 
Senior Vice President, Sales & Marketing,  
EMI Health

Achieving a 35% to 40% health assessment completion rate.

Reducing claims for 15% to 20% of their participants.

Expanding the number of employer groups offering incentives.

Establishing cohesive integration for more data sharing.

Focusing on disease management and risk reduction.

Creating better segmentation for multiple populations.

We’re proud to partner with EMI Health to help them as their program continually evolves.  
We look forward to providing more value to their participants through innovative well-being 
initiatives. To make the most of your well-being program, visit webmdhealthservices.com

THE RESULTS:

EMI Health’s Look To the Future



Empowering Well-Being In Everyone


